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Like nowhere else on Earth, the food of Africa is deep in flavor and laden with earthy spices.
From Morocco in North Africa with its iconic tagine to koeksisters, the sticky-sweet doughnuts
from South Africa.The cookbook is a complete set of simple but truly unique African recipes. You
will find that although the recipes are simple, the tastes are quite surprising.Come take a trip with
us for the delights of easy cooking. The goal of this cookbook and all our cookbooks is to
exemplify the simple nature of cooking in a simple way.

"The Gluten Free World Tour Cookbook opened up my palate to foods I never thought I could eat
before."- Exploring Ideas"Two of my favorite recipes in this book are Kasspatzle, from Germany,
and the Scottish Shortbread Cookies. These are the type of recipes my son loved before that I
knew could be made gluten free, but now I have a recipe to make sure I get it right."- Boo's
Reviews"I really loved how it gave a short history of the recipe as well as optional additions. I'm
excited to try even more from this cookbook! It is an excellent addition to the bunch of
cookbooks I currently own!"- Reviews With Angela G."An absolute amazing collection of gluten
free dishes that blew my mind. Not only because this book takes you around the world with the
dishes, but it's very well categorized. They are Starters and Sides, Main Dishes, and Desserts.
What amazed me the most that I haven't seen in any other cookbook I own is the "Know Your
Ingredients " part. After you read the description of the ingredient, even if you never cooked with
that particular ingredient, you feel like you have. In times where most foods are super processed
and full of gluten, having this list of amazing recipes on hand is great, whether you're gluten free
by choice or for medical reasons celiac disease. The variety in this book is amazing, and the
author starts the book by giving you a list of gluten free flour options, which is great because
many people associate gluten free with never enjoying bread or baked goods. Being able to
enjoy gluten free baked goods, especially on special occasions, and even surprising a loved one
that can't eat gluten with a childhood dish, is priceless."- Diablo's Reviews"I am a beginner to the
Gluten-Free lifestyle and had no idea where to start. This book is my saving grace and will make
this lifestyle transition so much easier. The variety of meals is wonderful." - Brittany W.,
Goodreads Reviewer"Most people think gluten free means food that is all protein, or just blah,
but that is so not true. I love trying new food on my family just for the thrill of the look they give me
when they see the new cookbook I've been using and their mouths drop and say who knew with
complete amazement. All the recipes in this book are simple and easy to make but are so
delicious your tastebuds scream thank you. A few favorites are the dragon fruit sherbet and the
chai hot cocoa. The homemade naan is to die for!"- The Witches' End"I really enjoyed reading
this recipe book! Great recipes and they even give you techniques and info on some of the
spices and foods! Love it!"- Stephanie L., Goodreads Reviewer
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The book by Katie Moseman has a rating of  5 out of 3.8. 50 people have provided feedback.
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